
MAT 312 
Quiz #3 (Test #1 Prep) Name _______________  
10 points Calculator Used _______________  
Impact on Course Grade: approximately 1% Score _______________  
(1) through (4): 1 pt each, no partial credit; (5) 6 pts [(a) – (c) 2 pts each, based on accuracy/clarity] 

Multiple Choice: For questions (1) through (4), choose the 
one best response and circle the letter of that response.  
 
1. The plot here shows a frequency distribution for the 

number of days a school was closed each year due to 
snowstorms, for a 75-year time span. Which of the 
following is the best to use to describe the center of the 
distribution? 

A. the first quartile, because the distribution is left skewed 
B. the IQR, because it excludes outliers and includes only the middle 50% of the data 
C. the mean, because it is the arithmetic average 
D. the median, because the distribution is skewed 
E.  the standard deviation, because it is unaffected by outliers. 
 
2. An outlier is an observation that: 
A. is always larger than other observations in the data set. 
B. is always smaller than other observations in the data set. 
C. is seen less frequently than the other observations in the data set. 
D. is seen more frequently than the other observations in the data set. 
E. is significantly different from the other observations in the data set.  
 
3. A large company has offices in two locations, one in New Jersey and one in Utah. The mean 

salary of office assistants in the New Jersey office is $28,500. The mean salary of office 
assistants in the Utah office is $22,500. The New Jersey office has 128 office assistants and the 
Utah office has 32 office assistants. What is the mean salary paid to the office assistants in this 
company? 

A. $22,500 
B. $23,700 
C. $25,500 
D. $27,300 
E. $28,500 
 
4. The box plot here summarizes the prices of books at a 

retail bookstore. Which of the following statements is most 
correct regarding the book prices at this store? 

A. The mean price of books at this store is lower than the median book price. 
B. The mean price of books at this store is the same as the median book price. 
C. This store carries about the same number of books at different prices in the entire price range. 
D. This store mostly carries high-priced books. 
E. This store mostly carries low-priced books. 
 



 
5. Marcellie and Pat decided to purchase a house and move out of their apartment. After looking 

around, they decided that they both liked two neighborhoods, Sunshine Estates and Pinewoods 
Estates, and wanted to buy a house in one of those two neighborhoods if they could afford it. 

 
Their real estate agent collected a random 
sample of houses sold in the last 12 months 
from each neighborhood and determined how 
much those houses sold for. The summary 
statistics for those selling prices, in thousands 
of dollars, for the houses sampled in the two 
neighborhoods are shown in the table here. 

 
(a) In the space here, using the scale provided, 

create parallel box plots to compare the 
selling prices of houses sold in the two 
neighborhoods. [2 pts: accuracy] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
(b) Based on the summary statistics and your box plots, write a sentence or two to describe and 

compare the selling prices in the two neighborhoods. Be specific and precise! 
[2 pts: 1 pt describe, 1 pt compare] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) Marcellie and Pat determined that they could afford to spend about $120,000 on a new house. 
 

(i) What percent of houses in Sunshine estates are within their budget? [1 pt: accuracy] 
 
   _______________________  
 

(ii) Explain how you determined your response. [1 pt: accuracy/clarity] 

$90,000 $100,000 $110,000 $120,000 $130,000 $140,000 $150,000 $160,000 

SAMPLE SELLING PRICES: HOMES IN TWO NEIGHBORHOODS 


